Maps include environmental and demographic layers, including environmental indexes, pollution sources, socioeconomic indicators, and more.

Places:
- Places such as schools, hospitals, and parks are available to add to your map.

Reports:
- The reporting feature allows you to create a report from a selected point or area, like block groups.

Tools:
- Additional tools are available, such as saving your session, measuring distance, adding your own map shapefile, among other options.
SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISONS

If you would like to view two maps side by side for comparison, click the "Tools" tab and select "Side By Side Comparisons."

- On the upper left side of each map is a "Map Data" dropdown menu.
- You can select EJScreen Maps, Demographics, an outside map service, or additional layers, like Superfund sites.

For more information on EPA's EJScreen—including links to tutorial videos, a full glossary and other resources to support your community—please visit cwfnc.org/tools